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Spouse is the partner of common life, and is the core and basis of family relation, 
so the stability of spouse relation and the protection of spouse right are being paid 
attention to in modern law more and more. At present, almost all countries have 
specifically stipulated spouse s right of inheritance, despite their legal systems. The 
study on the spouse’ right of inheritance takes utmost importance in theory and 
practice for the improvement of the inheritance law of China, especially under the 
background of civil code being drafted. 
In addition to the preface and conclusion，this article includes three chapters. 
Chapter one: The evolution and basis theory of the System of Spouse’ right of 
inheritance. The trend that the spouse’ right of inheritance has being promoted and 
consolidated is testified from the histories all over the world.  Owing to constantly 
development of the idea of equality between men and women, spouse, especially 
female spouse, has experienced the process from having almost no the right of 
inheritance to enjoying the right of inheritance conditionally to enjoying it 
unconditionally. That spouse enjoys the right of inheritance must meets prerequisite 
that the right of inheritance of spouse derives from the legitimate marital relationship. 
The spouse’ right of inheritance derives from the legitimate marital relationship. 
Spouse is the core of the family life and cousinhood. 
Chapter two: introduces and reviews the provisions related to the right of 
inheritance of spouse in the major countries and regions of the common law and the 
civil law. It centres on introducing the provisions related to the right of inheritance of 
spouse in UK and USA where the law systems belong to the common law and 
German, France and Japan where the law systems belong to the civil law and 
Hongkong, Macau and Taiwan of China. Comparing the above systems, and 
reviewing them from the angles of the statutory succession and the testate succession 
will benefit the improvement of the system of the right of inheritance of spouse in 
China. 
Chapter three: involves the status and improvement of the system of the spouse’ 















right of inheritance in China and the problems in the enforcement. Complies with the 
trend of the legislation of the world, then promotes some ideas for improving the 
spouse’ right of inheritance in China from the angles of the statutory succession and 
the testate succession by referring to the foreign legislation experiences and in light of 
our national condition. 
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引  言 
 
“夫妻关系是人伦确定的第一大事。孟子说‘男女居室，人之大伦’。夫妻关系


































第一章  配偶继承权制度的历史沿革和基础理论 
 

























                                                        
① 从奴隶社会的古罗马法到封建社会的教会法，表现在客观上都强化了对配偶利益的保护，在这里，受篇
幅和收集资料所限，笔者未能深究，笼统以古代社会加以概括。 
② 周枏.罗马法原论(下)[M]. 北京:商务印书馆,1996.500—517. 



























































































② 李江蓉.中国古代妇女财产继承法律地位的变迁及其根源（硕士学位论文）[D].上海:华东政法学院, 2004.1. 
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